Media as social systems and their disruption: rebooting design through peer-to-peer collaboration methods/digital recycling from network dumps and thrown-away files/nutritional gaming for two/communication experiment interfaith marriage

+ headquarters and maps for outdoors urban interventions by: Birgit Bachler (AT), Özalp Eröz (TK), Kenneth Rayshon Henry (USA), Megan Hoogenboom (NL), Albert Jongstra (NL), Darija Medic (YU), Renée Olde Monnikhof (NL), tutor: Theo Deutinger (TD)

Opening: Friday July 2 2010, 20.00 hours
Continuing: Saturday July 3rd - Sunday July 9th, 12.00 - 17.00 hours, closed on Monday
Location: Witte de Withstraat 63, 3012 BN Rotterdam (former Fotomuseum, future WORM)
Graduation Show

Master Media Design & Communication / Networked Media
Piet Zwart Institute
Willem de Kooning Academy Rotterdam University

Opening: Friday July 2, 2010, 20.00 hours
Continuing: Saturday July 3rd - Sunday July 9th

Emanuele Bonetti (IT)
Loredana Bontempi (IT)
Selena Savić (RS)
Farrah Shakeel (PK)
in collaboration with
Emaan Wahaj (UK)

+ outdoors urban interventions from the
  first year Thematic Project
Suck - Direct - Release

For the accompanying public programme, check
http://pzwart.wdka.nl/networked-media